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Abstract
A spray jet flame is modelled using Large Eddy Simulation (LES) with
Doubly Conditional Moment Closure (DCMC). Since turbulent spray flames
may include multiple combustion modes, the DCMC model uses both mixture
fraction and reaction progress variable as conditioning variables. Conditional
spray terms were included in the DCMC model to consider the coupling between
evaporation and the flame structure. In the case of spatial homogeneity and in
the limit of negligible mixture fraction scalar dissipation rate (SDR), the DCMC
equation is shown to reproduce the flame structure of freely propagating laminar
flames. For the spray jet flame, a good agreement between the simulation results
and the experiments is achieved, in terms of the spray statistics, as well as
the instantaneous and mean flame shape. The simulation shows important
differences in the flame structure between the turbulent inner and the quasilaminar outer flame branch. The doubly-conditional parametrisation appears to
be advantageous for resolving small scale effects related to droplet evaporation.
Analysis of the DCMC equation suggests that the behaviour of the flame at its
anchoring point is strongly influenced by non-premixed burning modes. The
solution appears to be weakly affected by terms of convective transport in the
DCMC equation, but significant spatial variations and temporal fluctuations of
the conditional reaction rate, around 10 % of the time-based mean, persist.
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1. Introduction
Spray combustion is relevant to a large number of technical applications but
it is very challenging from a modelling perspective, even under the assumption
of a dilute spray. This is due to the wide range of length and time scales involved
5

and the strong coupling of turbulence, evaporation and chemical reaction [1, 2],
which manifests in complex combustion regimes [3] and a diverse palette of
macroscopic phenomena, including flame propagation [4], ignition characteristics [5] and extinction [6], which differ from common experience with gaseous
flames.
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Therefore, in order to reproduce the behaviour of a spray flame in a numerical simulation, an advanced combustion model is required. The modelling
approach should include the interactions of both evaporation and micro-mixing
with the flame structure. Moreover, online solution of the chemistry is necessary to account for transient effects on the flame structure. This can be
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achieved using Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and the Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) framework for turbulent combustion modelling. CMC modelling
is well-established (see reviews by Klimenko and Bilger [7] and Kronenburg
and Mastorakos [8]) and LES-CMC [9] particularly has so far been successfully
applied to various combustion problems, including forced ignition [10], the sta-
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bilisation of lifted non-premixed jet flames [11], local extinction and blow-off
in non-premixed [12, 13] and spray flames [14], and the behaviour of premixed
flames approaching blow-off [15]. In all these cases a single conditioning variable was used to parametrise the flame structure; either the mixture fraction
or the reaction progress variable in the rare cases where CMC was applied to
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a premixed flame. While the statistical foundation of CMC ensures that it is,
in principle, not limited to a specific combustion mode, in practice, CMC closure for the chemical reaction source term requires the flame to be reasonably
well parametrised by the conditioning variable [7]. Consequently, conventional
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singly-conditioned CMC models are limited to cases that are either premixed
30

or predominantly non-premixed, which is also the case of the above-mentioned
spray flames that were simulated using CMC. In contrast, a general type of
spray flame can span a broad range of combustion modes from non-premixed
to almost fully pre-vaporised and premixed. These modes may also co-exist
within a single flame [16]. In particular, turbulent spray flames with increasing
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degrees of premixed behaviour have recently received more attention from experimental [17, 18] and numerical points of view [19, 20]. This reflects modern
design trends – for example, in aero-engine combustors, which operate in partially premixed conditions in order to reduce pollutant formation and improve
combustion efficiency.
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This motivates the development of Doubly Conditional Moment Closure
(DCMC) where two conditioning variables provide a sufficient parameter space
for the flame structure. To date, DCMC has primarily been applied at the level
of fundamental feasibility studies, where DCMC was tested against a Direct
Numerical Simulation (DNS) and closure for the DCMC equation was provided
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from DNS results. These studies focused on predicting extinction [21, 22, 23] and
the effect of temperature inhomogeneity on ignition [24] and have so far demonstrated a great potential of the modelling approach for predicting complex,
transient combustion phenomena. To the knowledge of the authors, the only
simulation of a lab-scale flame using DCMC, coupled with a Reynolds-Averaged
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Navier Stokes (RANS) computation, has been performed by Sitte and Mastorakos [25]. From a broader perspective, the strategy of double-conditioning
has also been recently employed in the CMC-related modelling approach of
Conditional Source-term Estimation (CSE) [26].
In this work, we present an application of the LES-DCMC approach, based
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on mixture fraction and reaction progress variable as conditioning variables.
This allows parametrisation of the whole range from non-premixed to fully premixed flames. Moreover, the effect of liquid droplet evaporation on the flame
structure is considered by modelling the spray terms in conditional space. Inclusion of conditional evaporation terms in the model equation is challenging and
3
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has so far only been attempted for singly-conditional CMC in a small number
of publications [14, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. A model for the doubly-conditional
spray terms has previously been proposed but was not included in the DCMC
model equation [25].
The LES-DCMC model is employed to simulate a spray jet flame recently
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studied experimentally [33, 34, 35]. This test flame has already been simulated using: LES with the Thickened Flame Model in the limit of a resolved
flame [33], LES with the Stochastic Fields Method [36], LES with Filtered Tabulated Chemistry [37] and RANS with Flamelet Generated Manifolds [38].
The article is organised as follows. First, the modelling approach for LES-
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DCMC and the spray is detailed. Second, general features of a solution of the
DCMC equation are discussed for the simplified case of spatial homogeneity,
denoted as “DCMC-0D”. Third, comparisons between simulation results and
experimental data for the test flame investigated are shown for validation of the
present modelling approach and interesting features of the flame are discussed.
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Fourth, the DCMC modelling approach is discussed by analysing spatial and
temporal evolution of the flame structure parametrised in doubly-conditional
space. At the end of the article conclusions and recommendations for further
work are given.

2. Methodology
80

2.1. General approach
The numerical simulation follows an Euler-Lagrangian approach, where the
flow field of the continuous gas phase was computed by a Large Eddy Simulation (LES). A dilute spray was assumed, such that the effect of liquid volume
fraction on the LES-filtered conservation equations can be neglected. The dis-
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persed liquid phase was modelled as Lagrangian particles that represent parcels
of liquid droplets. The Doubly Conditional Moment Closure (DCMC) model is
used to solve for the spatial and temporal evolution of the local flame structure,

4

which is parametrised based in two conditioning variables, mixture fraction ξ
and reaction progress variable c.
The mixture fraction acts as a passive scalar with respect to chemical reaction, zero denoting pure air and one pure fuel vapour. The reaction progress
variable is defined as a linear function of a reactive scalar Yψ , where zero represents the mixing line and one the equilibrium mass fraction, as introduced by
Bray et al. [39]
c(x, t) = cψ (ξ(x, t), Yψ (x, t)) =
90

Yψ0 (ξ(x, t)) − Yψ (x, t)
Yψ0 (ξ(x, t)) − YψEq (ξ(x, t))

(1)

In the present work c is based on the mass fraction of carbon dioxide, Yψ = YCO2 .
2.2. Continuous phase
For the gas phase, the continuity equation, momentum equation and transport equations for the LES-filtered values and sub-grid scale (sgs) variances of
the conditioning variables, and the filtered enthalpy are solved. The LES-filtered
equations for continuity and momentum are
∂ ρ̄
e
+ ∇ · (ρ̄ũ) = ρ̄Π
∂t

(2)

∂ ρ̄ũ
+ ∇ · (ρ̄ũũ) = −∇p̄ + ∇ · τ̄ + ∇ · τ̄ sgs + S̄u
∂t

(3)

where τ̄ is the viscous stress tensor and τ̄ sgs is the turbulent sgs stress tensor,
which is closed with a constant Smagorinsky model. The sgs viscosity is computed as µsgs = ck ρ̄∆ksgs , where ∆ is the filter width equal to the cubic root of
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an LES cell, ksgs is the sgs kinetic energy and ck = 0.02 is a model constant [40].
e is the volumetric rate of phase change per unit volume and S̄u represents the
Π
transfer of momentum from the liquid to the gas phase.
The transport equations for the LES-filtered values and the sgs variances of
the conditioning variables, mixture fraction and reaction progress variable, are


∂ ρ̄ξ˜
˜ = ∇ · ρ̄(Dt + D̄)∇ξ˜ + ρ̄Π
e
+ ∇ · (ρ̄ũξ)
∂t

5

(4)



002
∂ ρ̄ξf
002 ) = ∇ · ρ̄(D + D̄)∇ξf
002 − 2ρ̄N
eξ
+∇ · (ρ̄ũξf
t
∂t
+ 2ρ̄(Dt + D̄)∇ξ˜ · ∇ξ˜

(5)


∂ ρ̄c̃
e
ḟc∗ + ρ̄c̃Π
+ ∇ · (ρ̄ũc̃) = ∇ · ρ̄(Dt + D̄)∇c̃ + ρ̄ω
∂t

(6)



002
∂ ρ̄cf
002 ) =∇ · ρ̄(D + D̄)∇cf
002 − 2ρ̄N
ec
+ ∇ · (ρ̄ũcf
t
∂t
ḟc∗ )
+ 2ρ̄(Dt + D̄)∇c̃ · ∇c̃ + 2ρ̄(cg
ω̇c∗ − c̃ω

(7)

where the molecular and turbulent diffusivities are computed as D̄ = µ̄/(ρ̄Sc)
and Dt = µsgs /(ρ̄Sct ) with Sc = 0.7 and Sct = 0.4 respectively. The scalar
dissipation rates (SDRs) are composed of a resolved part and a sub-grid scale
contribution. Hence, the SDR of the mixture fraction is computed as
002
eξ = D̄∇ξ˜ · ∇ξ˜ + 1 CN µsgs ξf
N
2
| {z } |2
∆
{z
}
eξ,res
N

(8)

eξ,sgs
N

where CN = 42 [41]. In the same way, the SDR of the reaction progress variable
is
ec = D̄∇c̃ · ∇c̃ + N
ec,sgs
N

(9)

where the sub-grid scale contribution is closed using an algebraic model that
includes flame dilatation effects [42], in the version adapted for stratified mixture [43]
 002

2u0sgs cf
0
SL0
−0.75∆/δL
e
Nc,sgs = (1 − e
) 2Kc 0 + (C3 − τ C4 Dasgs )
δL
3∆
βc

(10)

0
where SL0 is the laminar flame speed, δL
is the thermal flame thickness, τ is the

normalised temperature increase and Dasgs is the sgs Darmköhler number. SL0 ,
0
δL
and τ are calculated as functions of ξ˜ [43]. The sgs velocity fluctuation u0sgs is

computed based on the scaled-similarity hypothesis [44] using a test filter of size
2∆. This procedure was used with the SDR model in Refs [43, 45]. The model
6

parameters, Kc , C3 and C4 , are computed as in Ref. [42], and, in particular, a
constant value βc = 7.5 was used [43]. The progress variable equation contains
ḟc∗ , which is the filtered value of the apparent reaction rate, as
the source term ω
first derived for a scaled progress variable by Bray et al. [39]


∂ 2 Yψ
1
∂ 2 Yψ
∂ 2 Yψ
+
2N
ω̇c∗ =
ω̇ψ + Nξ
+
N
ξc
c
∂Yψ /∂c
∂ξ 2
∂ξ∂c
∂c2

(11)

Since c depends linearly on Yψ and Nξc = 0 is assumed (see modelling in section 2.4), the apparent reaction rate ω̇c∗ consists of two contributions, ω̇c due to
chemical reaction and ω̇p due to passive scalar mixing. Then LES-filtered value
is
ḟc∗ = ρ̄ω
ḟc + ρ̄ω
ḟp =
ρ̄ω

1
1
∂ 2 Yψ
ρω̇ψ +
ρNξ
∂Yψ /∂c
∂Yψ /∂c
∂ξ 2

(12)

ḟc∗ and cg
Closure for ω
ω̇c∗ is provided by the DCMC model, detailed later. The
derivation of transport equations for the filtered values and the sgs variances
100

of the mixture fraction and the scaled reaction progress variable leads to spray
source terms in each equation [25]. The spray source term in Eqn. 4 is exact and
the following modelling choices were made for the other transport equations: the
002 -equation is not considered in the present work,
evaporation source in the ξf
eξ seem unsuitable to balance the prosince currently available sub-models for N
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duction of variance in regions with low turbulence level – evaporation in regions
with lower turbulence intensity constitutes a main difference between the present
case and the flame studied by Giusti and Mastorakos [14] who successfully in002 was neglected and the
cluded this source term. The effect of evaporation on cf
source to the c̃-equation was modelled as discussed by Sitte and Mastorakos [25].
Evaporative cooling very directly affects the temperature in the vicinity of
droplets, and even small temperature differences can have a strong effect on the
evaporation rate. Therefore, the effect needs to be considered locally at small
scale, which makes it difficult to consider even with a DCMC approach, since
solving the Qh equation intrinsically involves an averaging procedure. For this
reason a transport equation for the LES-filtered enthalpy is solved


∂ ρ̄h̃
+ ∇ · (ρ̄h̃e
u) = ∇ · ρ̄(at + ā)∇h̃ + ρ̄S̃h
∂t
7

(13)
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and h̃ is used to correct the temperature and density locally, as detailed in the
following. The filtered values ρ̄cmc , T̃cmc , C̄p,cmc and h̃cmc are computed by
integrating the corresponding conditional variables with the filtered probability
density function (FDF). The filtered values, ρ̄ and T̃ , are obtained by performing
a linear correction, T̃ = T̃cmc + (h̃ − h̃cmc )/C̄p,cmc and ρ̄ = ρ̄cmc (T̃cmc /T̃ ). The
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accuracy of the corrections is acceptable because the temperature difference
is small. The enthalpy equation contains a spray source term ρ̄S̃h , which is
computed for each Lagrangian parcel by the evaporation model discussed later.
Following a unity Lewis number assumption, in the present work, molecular and
turbulent thermal diffusivities, ā and at , are identical with the respective mass
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diffusivities for mixture fraction and progress variable.
2.3. Dispersed phase
For the dispersed phase equations for position, momentum, mass and temperature are solved considering two-way coupling with the continuous phase. No
model for secondary break-up was used. The droplets experience sphere drag
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computed according to the Schiller-Naumann correlation [46]. Gravitational
acceleration and stochastic dispersion were neglected for large Froude number
and low sgs kinetic energy respectively. Evaporation is given by the Abramzon
and Sirignano model [47] with Stefan flow correction, non-unity Lewis number
in the film and the assumption of infinite conductivity for the liquid. The LES
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filtered spray source terms are computed by summing over all droplets in a cell.
Additional details can be found in the “Supplementary Material”.
2.4. Doubly Conditional Moment Closure
In the context of LES, the CMC model is based on a conditional filtering
procedure of the local instantaneous transport equations [9]. In the present
DCMC approach the conditional moment of a reactive scalar Y is written as
Q(η, ζ; x, t) = hY (x, t)|ξ(x, t) = η, c(x, t) = ζi

(14)

where η and ζ are the sample space variables of mixture fraction and reaction
progress variable respectively.
8

The DCMC model equation for spray flames was presented by Sitte and Mastorakos [25]. The conditional spray terms were derived using the approach by
Mortensen and Bilger [48]. The transport equation for the conditional moments
of species mass fractions Qα = hYα |η, ζi can be written as follows,
∂Qα
+ ∇ · (Qα hu|η, ζi) = Qα ∇ · (hu|η, ζi)
∂t
1
1
− ∇ · (ρ̄e
p [huYα |η, ζi − Qα hu|η, ζi]) + ∇ · (ρ̄e
phD∇Yα |η, ζi)
ρ̄e
p
ρ̄e
p
∂ 2 Qα
∂ 2 Qα
∂ 2 Qα
+ 2hNξc |η, ζi
+ hNξ |η, ζi
+ hNc |η, ζi
2
∂η
∂η∂ζ
∂ζ 2
∂Qα
+ hω̇α |η, ζi − hω̇c∗ |η, ζi
∂ζ
∂Qα
∂Qα
− hSc− |η, ζi
+ (δαF − Qα ) hΠ |η, ζi − hSξ− |η, ζi
∂η
∂ζ

(15)

where
1
hω̇c∗ |η, ζi =
∂Qψ /∂ζ


∂ 2 Qψ
∂ 2 Qψ
∂ 2 Qψ
× hω̇ψ |η, ζi + hNξ |η, ζi
+
hN
|η,
ζi
+
2hN
|η,
ζi
c
ξc
∂η 2
∂η∂ζ
∂ζ 2
hSξ− |η, ζi = (1 − η) hΠ |η, ζi

hSc− |η, ζi =
135



∂Qψ
1
δψF − Qψ − (1 − η)
hΠ |η, ζi
∂Qψ /∂ζ
∂η

(16)

(17)

(18)

Here h·|η, ζi represents density-weighted conditional filtering, pe = pe(η, ζ) is the
density-weighted FDF and ρ̄ is the unconditionally filtered density. The term
hω̇c∗ |η, ζi represents the conditionally averaged apparent reaction rate in the cequation; hSξ− |η, ζi and hSc− |η, ζi are the conditionally averaged spray source
terms of the mixture fraction and reaction progress variable equations in non-
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conservative formulation respectively (see “Supplementary Material”). Here we
used the Kronecker delta, δαF = 1 if α is the fuel species, zero otherwise; and
similar for δψF . The transport in physical space was re-arranged as an advective
and a dilatation term, as in Refs [49, 12]. In addition to turbulent transport,
the molecular diffusion in physical space was retained, since both terms can be

9
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of similar size in finely resolved LES. Here unity Lewis number was assumed
and the conditional correlation hYα00 Π 00 |η, ζi was neglected.
In doubly-conditional space Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied; at
η = 0 and 1 the composition represents air and pure fuel vapour, and at ζ = 0
and 1, the boundary is fixed to the mixing line and the equilibrium composition,
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as follows directly from the definition of the progress variable (Eqn. 1). However,
in certain cases it might be appropriate to relax this condition and, for instance,
let the boundary at ζ = 1 evolve in time. For completeness, the changes to the
DCMC equation, that occur in that case, can be found in the “Supplementary
Material”.
Similar to the DCMC equation for species mass fraction (Eqn. 15), the transport equation for the doubly-conditional enthalpy Qh = hh|η, ζi is
∂Qh
+ ∇ · (Qh hu|η, ζi) = Qh ∇ · (hu|η, ζi)
∂t
1
1
p [huh|η, ζi − Qh hu|η, ζi]) + ∇ · (ρ̄e
pha∇h|η, ζi)
− ∇ · (ρ̄e
ρ̄e
p
ρ̄e
p
∂ 2 Qh
∂ 2 Qh
∂ 2 Qh
+ hNξ |η, ζi
+ 2hNξc |η, ζi
+ hNc |η, ζi
2
∂η
∂η∂ζ
∂ζ 2
∂Qh
− hω̇c∗ |η, ζi
∂ζ
∂Qh
∂Qh
+ hSh |η, ζi − Qh hΠ |η, ζi − hSξ− |η, ζi
− hSc− |η, ζi
∂η
∂ζ
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(19)

where a is the thermal diffusivity equal to D for unity Lewis number. hSh |η, ζi
is the conditional enthalpy source due to evaporation.
The DCMC equation is discretised using a finite volume formulation as detailed in Refs [12, 49], where CMC is solved on a grid that is significantly coarser
than then LES resolution. Unconditionally filtered quantities are computed by
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integrating their conditional moments with the FDF. The FDF is presumed as
002 ) × p (ζ; c̃, cf
002 ), hence, not
˜ ξf
the product of two β-PDFs, p̃(η, ζ) = pβ (η; ξ,
β
considering the cross-correlation of ξ and c.
For the unclosed terms in the DCMC equation models need to be provided.
First order closure is applied to the conditional reaction rate hω̇α |η, ζi. The
conditional velocity is modelled as hu|η, ζi = ũ. The molecular diffusion term
10

was closed as, hD∇Yα |η, ζi = D̄∇Qα , and for the turbulent transport the gradient diffusion assumption is employed, [huYα |η, ζi − Qα hu|η, ζi] = −Dt ∇Qα .
Following the unstructured implementation [12, 49], the conditional SDRs at
the CMC resolution are obtained by presuming their shape at the level of the
LES cells and then conditionally volume averaging over the whole CMC,
R
ρ̄p̃(η, ζ) hN |η, ζiles dV
hN |η, ζicmc = Vcmc R
(20)
ρ̄p̃(η, ζ) dV
Vcmc
For the presumed conditional SDRs at the LES resolution, the following models
are used. It is assumed that, hNξ |η, ζi ' hNξ |ηi [50] and the Amplitude Mapping
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Closure (AMC) model [51] is used, hNξ |η, ζiles = N0 G(η). Here the bell curve
G(η) = exp(−2[erf −1 (2η − 1)]2 ) is the presumed shape of the SDR, which is
scaled so that integrating with the FDF gives the filtered value, viz. N0 =
R R
eξ / 1 1 G(η)p̃(η, ζ) dη dζ. The same principle is employed for hNc |η, ζiles ,
N
0 0
using a tabulation the SDR from freely propagating laminar premixed flames
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ec . The
Nc0 (η, ζ) as the presumed shape (see Fig. 2) and scaling according to N
cross-scalar dissipation rate is modelled as hNξc |η, ζiles = 0, which is consistent
with the presumed shape of the FDF assuming statistical independence of the
conditioning variables.
The conditional apparent reaction rate is closed according to Eqn. 16. Since
∂ 2 Qψ /∂ζ 2 = 0 and hNξc |η, ζi = 0 two finite terms remain, the first one is due
to chemical reaction, the second due to passive scalar mixing.
hω̇c∗ |η, ζi =

1
1
∂ 2 Qψ
hω̇ψ |η, ζi +
hNξ |η, ζi
∂Qψ /∂ζ
∂Qψ /∂ζ
∂η 2
|
{z
} |
{z
}
hω̇c |η,ζi

(21)

hω̇p |η,ζi

ḟc∗ is provided by integrating
Closure for the LES-filtered apparent reaction rate ω
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hω̇c∗ |η, ζi with the FDF, using the locally presumed conditional SDR hNξ |η, ζiles
to compute hω̇p |η, ζi. Simmilarly, cg
ω̇c∗ is computed by integrating ζhω̇c∗ |η, ζi
with the FDF.
The conditional volumetric evaporation rate hΠ |η, ζiles is modelled as a ridge
in (η, ζ)-space along the iso-contour given by [QF (η, ζ) = hYFs iles ] [25], where
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QF is the conditional mean of fuel mass fraction and hYFs iles is the fuel mass
11

fraction on the droplet surface computed from the vapour saturation pressure
at the droplet temperature, averaged over all droplets in the LES cell. Hence,
the modelling of hΠ |η, ζiles is the equivalent of the δ-function used in conventional CMC [28]. This presumed shape of the conditional spray term is scaled,
185

e . As
such that hΠ |η, ζiles integrates with the FDF to give the filtered value Π
pointed out in previous work for singly-conditioned CMC [14, 27], this source
term needs to be limited to avoid numerical instability in the case where the
probability associated with [QF (η, ζ) = hYFs iles ] is very low. At the CMC resolution hΠ |η, ζicmc is obtained by volume averaging over the LES cells in the
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same way as for the conditional SDRs. hSh |η, ζiles is modelled using the same
presumed shape as for hΠ |η, ζiles , but it is scaled to integrate with the FDF to
give S̃h .
2.5. Test case
The test case studied in the present work is a lifted heptane spray jet flame
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open to the atmosphere. The burner is described in Refs [33, 34, 35]. It consists
of a plenum and a nozzle without swirl. The exit of the nozzle has an annular
shape with an inner and outer diameter of 10 and 20 mm respectively. The
spray injector is located in the centre of the nozzle. The burner is operated
with an air mass flow rate of 6 g/s, which gives a bulk velocity of 21.58 m/s (at
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p = 1 atm and T = 298 K) and a jet Reynolds number (based on the hydraulic
diameter of the annulus) of about 13,900. The atomiser is a hollow-cone injector
with a half-angle of 40◦ . At a distance of 10 mm from the injector, the spray
has a Sauter mean diameter of 32 µm.
The flame is a test case of the Workshop on Turbulent Combustion of
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Sprays [52]. The experimental database contains Phase Doppler Anemomentry (PDA) measurements of the mean and the root mean square (RMS) of the
droplet velocity and the diameter, OH Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (OHPLIF) imaging, measurements of the droplet temperature with Global Rainbow
Refractometry Technique (GRT) [33, 34] and simultaneous high-speed OH-PLIF
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and high-speed Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) [35]. PDA data is available
12

for a reacting and a non-reacting case. In this article only comparisons with the
reacting case are shown.
2.6. Numerical set-up
This work used OpenFOAM-2.3.1 [53] with a flow field solver based on the
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PIMPLE algorithm, interfaced with an in-house DCMC code. The Abramzon
and Sirignano evaporation model [47] was implemented for OpenFOAM. The
numerical domain is shown in Fig. 1 (left). It includes the complete nozzle and
plenum of the burner. Downstream of the nozzle, the domain was of cylindrical
shape with a diameter of 800 mm and a length of 500 mm. A constant air
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mass flow rate was set as inlet boundary condition to the plenum. A slip wall
boundary condition was applied at the sides of the cylindrical domain and a
small co-flow of 0.1 m/s was set around the outer dimensions of the burner (for
r > 70 mm). An unstructured tetrahedral LES mesh with 18M cells was used.
It was refined in the nozzle and the region of the flame (Fig. 1) to a minimum
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size of 0.4 mm. Four prism layers were applied to the walls in the nozzle with a
thickness of the first layer of 0.045 mm corresponding to y + ≈ 1.4; the laminar
sub-layer was resolved by three cells. The mesh fulfilled Pope’s criterion for
LES [44] in the whole region of interest resolving at least 95 % of turbulent
kinetic energy.
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The spray injector was modelled as a hollow cone injection. A general volume distribution given by experimental results was used to sample droplets in
the range 1 < d < 80 µm. The droplets were injected with a random half angle
between 35◦ and 50◦ and an initial velocity in the range 25 < Ud < 33 m/s
depending on the initial diameter: Ud = 33 m/s for small droplets (d ≤ 10 µm)
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decreasing linearly with diameter to Ud = 25 m/s for large droplets (d > 55 µm).
These choices were made so that the simulation matched the spray measurements at the first available location.
Besides the LES mesh, a coarser DCMC mesh with 644 cells, arranged in
an O-grid was used. In the region of interest the DCMC cells were spaced with
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an increment of 2.5 mm in axial direction; 3 layers of cells were used in radial
13

direction, assuring that the outer and the inner flame were resolved by different
DCMC cells, and 7 cells were used in each circumference of the O-grid. At the
inlets a set of conditional moments obtained from DCMC-0D (see section 3.1)
corresponding to a weakly strained flame were set as the boundary condition.
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The same set of conditional moments was also used as the initial condition.
Zero-gradient boundary conditions were set at the outlet and the walls.
The doubly-conditional space D = {(η, ζ) ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 1} was
discretised with 71 × 41 nodes. The η-nodes were clustered in the flammable
mixture fraction region and the ζ-nodes were spaced progressively more closely
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for ζ approaching 1.
Numerical schemes for LES were of second order in space and first order
in time; the time step was 10−6 s. In the DCMC solver an operator splitting
strategy, as discussed in Ref. [54], was pursued. Advective transport and diffusion in physical space were first- and second-order accurate respectively. In
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conditional space, first derivatives were implemented with an upwind scheme,
second derivatives used a second order central differencing scheme. Transport
in conditional space was integrated using the solver VODPK [55] and the chemical reactions were solved using the SpeedCHEM library [56]. The simulation
used a complex chemical mechanism with 67 species and 315 elementary reac-
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tions [57], which does not include NOx -chemistry. The simulation ran on a Cray
XC30 system using 432 2.7 GHz processors; 1 ms of physical time took about
12,000 CPU hours on wall-clock time. Time-averages were collected over 10 ms,
corresponding to three flow-through times.

3. Results and discussion
265

3.1. DCMC-0D
Before presenting the LES-DCMC results for the test flame, it is instructive
to conduct an a priori study using DCMC-0D with prescribed SDRs. First
consider the DCMC equation in this simplified case and in absence of spray

14

terms. Then Eqn. 15 becomes,
∂Qα
∂ 2 Qα
∂ 2 Qα
∂ 2 Qα
+ 2hNξc |η, ζi
= hNξ |η, ζi
+ hNc |η, ζi
2
∂t
∂η
∂η∂ζ
∂ζ 2
∂Qα
+ hω̇α |η, ζi − hω̇c∗ |η, ζi
∂ζ

(22)

which is conceptually similar to the equation solved by Nguyen et al. [50]. A
steady state solution of Eqn. 22 is used as initial condition for the DCMC solver
and boundary condition at the inlets.
In this section, the solution from Eqn. 22 is compared to a two-dimensional
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manifold in (ξ, c)-space created from a set of one-dimensional freely propagating laminar premixed flames in the range of flammable mixture fractions. These
laminar premixed flames were calculated using the commercial software Cosilab [58]. For better comparison with the DCMC model, unity Lewis number
was also imposed in the calculation of the laminar premixed flames. Extension
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of the DCMC model to include differential diffusion effects is not in the scope of
the present study, but the suggestions made in Refs [59, 60] can be incorporated
in future work.
In this a priori assessment the unscaled profile of the SDR from the onedimensional freely propagating laminar premixed flames Nc0 (η, ζ) (Fig. 2) was
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directly used to close hNc |η, ζi. For hNξ |η, ζi the AMC models’s bell curve
with Nξ,max = 2 s−1 was used – this is very small compared to its value at
extinction ≈ 335 s−1 . Both hω̇c |η, ζi and QT = hT |η, ζi agree well with ω̇c0 (η, ζ)
and T 0 (η, ζ), respectively. Note that the shape of QCO2 = hYCO2 |η, ζi is fixed
in time since the terms in its DCMC equation cancel each other. Thus, QCO2
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automatically satisfies Eqn. 1, relating ξ and c with YCO2 . Moreover, QN2 is
fixed since NOx chemistry is not included in the chemical mechanism.
Second, consider the effect of the doubly-conditional spray source terms.
The governing equation for the DCMC-0D problem then becomes
∂Qα
= [r.h.s. of Eqn. 22]
∂t
+ (δαF − Qα ) hΠ |η, ζi − hSξ− |η, ζi

15

∂Qα
∂Qα
− hSc− |η, ζi
∂η
∂ζ

(23)

Figure 3 shows a conditional evaporation term hΠ |η, ζi for a droplet with a
surface vapour mass fraction YFs = 0.65, which is presumed as a ridge in (η, ζ)space following the suggestion of Sitte and Mastorakos [25]. In this example we
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further assume that hSh |η, ζi = hΠ |η, ζi × [−2.2 · 106 W/kg]; this is a typical
e found in the LES. It is notable that the net effect of the spray terms
ratio Seh /Π
in Qα is small if YFs > ξrich , where Qα drops linearly towards its value at the
boundary η = 1 (note: the lean and rich flammability limits of n-heptane are
ξlean ≈ 0.0339 and ξrich ≈ 0.1996 [61]). In the cases of QN2 and QCO2 , which are
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unambiguously described by η and ζ, the three spray terms cancel each other
completely, such that their shapes are never affected by evaporation. This is
the same as in singly-conditional CMC.
In contrast, there is a strong net effect on Qh – this is the effect of evaporative
cooling. Figure 3 shows that the first spray term (hSh |η, ζi − Qh hΠ|η, ζi) is
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partly compensated by the second one, −hSξ− |η, ζi ∂Qh /∂η. The third term,
−hSc− |η, ζi ∂Qh /∂ζ, representing the effect of evaporation on c is negligible by
comparison. The net spray term is eventually counter-balanced by the SDR of
the mixture fraction, which dissipates the evaporation source term and leads
to the distortion of Qh shown relative to its initial shape Q0h . In the limit of
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steady state Qh decreases linearly in the interval η ∈ [0, YFs ]. This suggests
that the effect of evaporative cooling on the reaction zone, in terms of ∆h and
∆T , is progressively smaller for hotter droplets when YFs > ξrich . Vice versa,
cold droplets at first contact with the flame can be expected to have the largest
effect on the flame.
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3.2. Flow field and spray statistics
Figure 4 shows a good agreement of the mean axial velocity and its RMS
from LES with PDA measurements for four axial locations. In Fig. 5 droplet
diameter, temperature and velocity from LES are compared to PDA and GRT
measurements. The good agreement between LES and the experimental data
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for the droplet velocity and diameter at the location z = 10 mm suggests that
the modelling of the injector was suitable. Large droplets behave in a ballistic
16

sense and significant slip velocities persist beyond z = 20 for r > 15 mm and, in
particular, at the flame anchoring point. Consequently, the flame benefits from
enhanced evaporation to provide gaseous fuel (e.g. for a 30 µm droplet with a
320

slip velocity of 5 m/s the evaporation rate increases by almost a factor of two).
Some differences between LES and experiment are found for the mean droplet
temperature. Along the burner axis the simulation finds nearly constant mean
droplet temperature, increasing from 281 to 282 K between z = 10 and 40 mm,
in contrast to a local maximum observed in the experiments. Moreover, the
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simulation predicts a faster and eventually greater heat-up at contact with the
hot gases. At z = 30 mm the simulation finds a maximum mean temperature of
345 K compared to 320 K in the experiment, but at z = 40 mm the difference
is smaller. However, the agreement is considered satisfactory.
3.3. Flame shape and anchoring point
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The shape of the flame is discussed next. First, LES results for OH mass
fraction are compared to OH-PLIF images. Figure 6 compares the instantaneous
fields. The flame consists of a smooth quasi-laminar outer reaction zone, where
OH is present in a thick layer, and a thin inner reaction zone that is heavily
wrinkled by the turbulent jet with some parts of the flame detached from its
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main body. The two branches are connected at the upstream tip of the flame,
located in the dominant trajectory of the droplets, as will be discussed later.
In Fig. 7 time-averages and time-based RMS of OH mass fraction and OHPLIF signal intensity are shown. The simulation predicts a lift-off height of
approximately 26 mm, which is in good agreement with the experiment, where
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values in the range from 24 to 26 mm were observed. The flame is anchored in
the shear layer of the turbulent jet at the radial position r ≈ 17 mm. The timebased RMS values of the OH field appear to be of the same order of magnitude as
local mean values, which suggests that the flame is thin compared to the width
of flame brush. While the RMS of OH mass fraction from LES is qualitatively
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similar to the RMS of OH-PLIF signal for the inner flame brush, the simulation
does not detect strong fluctuations for the outer flame branch. This can be
17

attributed to low mean velocities in this region where the flame is laminar.
Consequently, characteristic time scales for the outer flame are very long, ∼
0.1 s, as evidenced by 10 Hz OH-PLIF recordings, which is challenging to explore
350

with high-fidelity LES.
More details about the flame structure can be inferred from the instantaneous fields of relevant quantities shown in Fig. 8. For better orientation relative
to the position of the flame, the images are overlaid with iso-contours of c̃. In
the present spray flame at atmospheric condition significant evaporation rates
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are only achieved where droplets are submerged in hot gases. Hence, ξ˜ reaches
its peak value downstream of the flame’s tip. In this region surrounded by the
flame the overall mixture is rich. The sgs variance of the mixture fraction is
small, since the effect of spray evaporation was not included in its transport
eξ is dominated by its resolved contribution. The
equation. Consequently, N
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reaction progress variable reaches its highest values in the quasi-laminar outer
flame, where its sgs variance is negligible. In contrast, the turbulent inner flame
ec and ω
ḟc∗ . The chemical contribution to the apparbranch sees high variance, N
ḟc is up to an order of magnitude higher in the inner flame
ent reaction rate ω
ḟp is predominantly negative. As
branch. The contribution of passive mixing ω
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droplets cross the flame front an increase in reaction progress is naturally asḟp .
sociated with enhanced evaporation and higher Nξ , leading to even lower ω
ḟp delays the completion of the reaction and thickens the flame.
Negative ω
The region between the outer and inner flame branch is fuel-rich and the temperature is also high. Thus, intermediate species like C2 H2 are produced through
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pyrolysis and the heat release rate (HRR) is negative. Significant amounts of
fuel mass fraction are only found for very rich mixture in the centre between
the outer and inner flame branch and also around the upstream tip of the flame
when the evaporation rate of a droplet is high enough to create fuel blobs that
are – to a certain extent – resolved by the LES. Furthermore, high levels of
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CH2 O and CO are found in the rich region. Substantial differences between the
outer and inner flame are visible. In the outer branch levels of C2 H2 and OH are
relatively higher, whereas the inner branch contains more CH2 O. In particular,
18

the interaction of turbulence with the flame leads to regions of low YeOH in the
inner flame brush, which was also observed in the experiment using high-speed
380

OH-PLIF [35].
Furthermore, the results shown in Fig. 8 allow to comment on modelling
choices. Only low ỸF = ỸC7H16 is found in the flame brush apart from the fuel
pockets around droplets with strong evaporation rates. Conversely, the presence
of pure fuel is expected near the surface of every droplet, even if this is not re-
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solved by the LES. This is a sub-grid scale effect that requires special treatment
002 -equation discussed by Giusti and Mastorakos [14],
of the spray terms in the ξf
which were not included in the present work. Future work on the sub-grid scale
modelling of spray effects will be necessary.
In order to better understand the stabilisation of the flame, we consider the
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time-averaged fields shown in Fig. 9. The time-averaged mixture fraction hξi is
very similar to the instantaneous one, with significant variance only occurring
in the turbulent inner flame branch. In the outer flame branch the turbulent
velocity fluctuation u0 is very low, which shows that the flow is laminar in this
region. The time-averaged fields indicate the presence of the dispersed phase,
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hence of liquid fuel and evaporation. Dashed black lines mark representative
droplet trajectories and the region of highest liquid volume fraction hθL i shows
the dominant pathway of the droplets, crossing through the tip of the flame.
Since the droplets behave in a ballistic way, moving relative to the gas phase
(Fig. 5), they penetrate through the flame and the highest mean evaporation
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rate hρΠ i occurs in the region of hot gases downstream of the tip of the flame.
In contrast, the mean mixture fraction is very low in the cold gases upstream of
the flame, as indicated by iso-contours. This shows that in the present case the
flame itself “creates” the gaseous fuel required. Finally, Fig. 9 also reveals that
the spray is indeed very dilute in the region occupied by the flame and that the
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highest average evaporation rate hρΠ i is observed near the tip of the flame.
A detailed view of the flame’s profile at its anchoring point can be obtained
from Fig. 10. The profiles are drawn over the line indicated in Figs 8 and
9, perpendicular to the mean position of the flame. Primarily, these profiles
19

highlight the low level of gaseous fuel available in the cold gases upstream of the
410

flame, and the ongoing evaporation in the post flame region. An intermediate
peak of ξ˜ and fuel in the instantaneous profiles indicates the location of a parcel
of droplets that crosses the tip of the flame, creating a pocket of rich mixture.
Besides these pockets, the time-averaged profile shows that the fuel mass fraction
is low in the vicinity of the reaction zone indicated by the peak of OH. Instead
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C2 H2 and C2 H4 are present in the hot post-flame region where negative HRR
is observed. In this region, the existence of O2 suggests incomplete combustion.
Figure 11 (A) shows a cut through an instantaneous iso-surface of the stoichiometric mixture fraction. This reveals again large differences between the
inner and outer branch of the flame. In general, temperature and ỸOH are lower
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at the inner flame brush but higher HRR indicates chemical reaction. Furthermore, the iso-contour is strongly wrinkled around the base of the flame due to
the evaporation of droplets penetrating the flame. Typically, these are spots of
lower temperature but are also surrounded by regions of high HRR.
It is notable that a wide range of temperature and species mass fractions is
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observed on the stoichiometric mixture fraction contour. In order to reproduce
this result in conventional singly-conditional CMC a very large number of CMC
cells would be required. In contrast, in the present DCMC approach the progress
variable provides an additional degree of freedom that allows the resolution
of small scale variations of temperature, HRR and species, using a moderate
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number of DCMC cells.
In Fig. 11 (B) a cut through two c̃ iso-contours (c̃ = 0.1 and 0.6) shows that
very little fuel evaporates upstream of the flame. Gaseous fuel is only generated
by evaporation in response to the heat released by chemical reaction. Moreover,
Fig. 11 highlights that most droplets penetrate through flame and continue to
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evaporate in the hot gases.
3.4. DCMC versus constant flame structure
In this section, the effect of solving the DCMC equation to capture the evolution of the flame structure is assessed. For this purpose, the LES-DCMC results
20

are compared to an LES that uses a constant flame structure, invariant in space
440

and time. This simulation uses the flame structure computed in the a priori
assessment of DCMC-0D (Eqn. 22), instead of solving the DCMC equation. All
other models and settings of the simulation are unchanged.
Figure 12 compares the results of the two simulations. The position of the
flame and its shape are hardly affected. Both simulations show a lift-off hight
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of about 26 mm. This suggests that the lift-off height of this particular flame
appears to be determined by the spray injection and evaporation rather than the
combustion model. The gas velocities and spray statistics are unchanged compared to Figs 4 and 5 (not shown). The fields of mean temperature from both
simulations are overall similar, which explains the unchanged spray statistics
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and gas velocity.
The present flame is not exposed to very high levels of turbulence intensity and the SDR is relatively low. Hence, large differences due to the local
variations in strain rate are not expected. Some differences can be observed
at the turbulent inner flame branch, where LES-DCMC predicts higher mean
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temperature and mean HRR. Differences are also observed for most chemical
species, in particular, for radical species. Here only OH mass fraction is shown,
since a comparison to experimental OH-PLIF measurements is possible. LESDCMC predicts hYOH i ≈ 0.001 in the inner flame brush, which is about three
times higher than the mean OH in the simulation with constant flame structure.
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At the same time LES-DCMC predicts a lower level of OH in the outer flame
branch. Hence, the LES-DCMC results appear to be more similar to the integrated OH-PLIF measurements that found comparable intensity in both flame
branches (see Fig 7).
3.5. Analysis in doubly-conditional space
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The previous analysis showed that the evolution of the doubly-conditional
flame structure, solved in space and time by the DCMC equation, had a noticeable effect on the prediction of OH, HRR and even temperature in the flame.
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The spatial and temporal evolution of the flame structure in DCMC is investigated next.
470

Figure 13 shows instantaneous doubly-conditional moments for three different locations, at the tip, the inner and the outer branch of the flame (see Fig. 1).
Note that QCO2 (Fig. 2) is fixed in the entire domain according to the definition
in Eqn. 1. At the locations A and B the conditional moments of temperature,
O2 and OH are relatively similar. Using the doubly-conditional parametrisa-
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tion, the conditional means of major species seem to be less sensitive to location
than they are in singly-conditional CMC. At the same time, significant differences persist for the reaction rates, suggesting that the balance of minor species
are very sensitive to location. Larger differences are observed when comparing
the inner and outer flame branch (locations B and D).
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The balance of terms in the DCMC equation is analysed here focusing on
the radical species OH. It was shown previously that solving for the evolution
of the flame structure with DCMC has an effect on the prediction of OH in
the inner flame branch. Figure 14 shows the instantaneous terms of the DCMC
equation for OH at the location of the anchoring point of the flame (location
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A). The conditional moment QOH itself and hω̇c |η, ζi are displayed in Fig. 13
(location A). In contrast to singly-conditional CMC (for instance, Fig. 11 in
Ref. [62]), the present case, the terms representative of transport in physical
space, advection, dilatation and diffusion, do not play an important role in
the balance of terms. This is in line with the reduced sensitivity of QOH to
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spatial location and relatively lower gradients in physical space, as compared
to singly-conditional CMC. This can be related partly to the fact that this
flame does not exhibit a very strong transient behaviour, such that the flame
structure parametrised in doubly-conditional space evolves only gradually in
space. However, more generally, the progress variable provides an additional
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degree of freedom in conditional space that can be seen as representative for the
spatial evolution across the flame. The reduced sensitivity of certain doublyconditional moments on location has recently been discussed by Bushe [63].
Amongst the terms of transport in physical space the diffusion term is more
22

than one order of magnitude smaller than the advective term (not shown) since
500

more than 95 % of turbulent kinetic energy is resolved by the LES. At the same
time molecular and turbulent diffusion are of comparable size, suggesting that
the term of molecular diffusion in the DCMC equation should not be neglected.
The most prominent terms shown in Fig. 14 are related to chemical reaction
and Nξ (including ω̇p ). This suggests that non-premixed burning modes are
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important in the region of the anchoring point of this flame. While the effect
of Nc is overall smaller, the term acts most strongly by transporting OH from
intermediate to earlier stages of the reaction zone (ζ ≈ 0.4). Thus, it establishes
the reaction-diffusion balance responsible for the flame structure in ζ-space that
can be expected to have a direct effect on the conditional reaction rate.
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The source term ω̇p represents the diffusion of species Yψ = YCO2 in mixture
fraction space. Since ω̇p is a source term to the conditioning variable c, it
appears as an “advective” term in ζ-space. It is notable that hω̇p |η, ζi < 0 for
Eq
stoichiometric mixture fraction because ∂ 2 QCO2 /∂η 2 = ζ(∂ 2 YCO2
/∂η 2 ).

The direct effect of evaporation on QOH appears to be marginal. The highest
515

spray source terms occur for hot droplets, but then the doubly-conditional spray
source acts in the fuel-rich region of η-space, where QOH is zero and, thus, is
unaffected. However, evaporative cooling, as indicated by (Qh −Q0h ), may affect
the chemical reaction balance indirectly.
As mentioned earlier, the flame structure parametrised in doubly-conditional
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space varies much less in time and physical space than usual in conventional
singly-conditional CMC. This is, in particular, true for major species and temperature. The instantaneous reaction rate is more strongly affected by small
changes in SDR and, consequently, large variations are observed both in terms
of spatial differences and temporal fluctuations. This is summarised in Fig. 15,
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showing the temporal evolution of the peak value of the doubly-conditional reaction rate for different locations. First, hω̇c |η, ζi is investigated at the locations
A, B and C, which distinguish each other in terms of their axial distance from
the nozzle (Fig. 1). Moreover, time-averages of the conditional reaction rate
hhω̇c |η, ζii and the corresponding RMS are shown. At location D, in the outer
23
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flame branch, fluctuations are negligible and the time-averaged conditional reaction rate at D is identical with the instantaneous one shown in Fig. 13.
Since the highest SDRs occur close to the tip of the flame (Fig. 8), the
region around location A experiences the highest strain and, thus, exhibits the
lowest conditional reaction rate. For all three locations the RMS values are
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about 10 % of the conditional reaction rate’s peak value. Yet the time scales
for fluctuations differ significantly: while they are very fast at location A, the
flame around point C experiences slow transitions over several milliseconds.
Secondly, the conditional reaction rate in various locations with identical radial
and axial coordinates but at different azimuthal locations is studied; A1, A2,
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A3 and A4 share the same radial and axial coordinate with location A and
occupy consecutive azimuthal positions. In spite of the burner’s geometry, the
test flame only exhibits rotational symmetry in the mean sense. Consequently,
the behaviour in neighbouring azimuthal locations is similar, but significant
differences in conditional reaction rate persist at most instances in time.
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This analysis demonstrates the following points: (i) gradients of the conditional means in physical space are greatly reduced by the doubly-conditional
parametrisation of the flame structure; (ii) still, important spatial differences
and temporal evolutions of the conditional means of minor species and reaction
rates persist on top of the doubly-conditional parametrisation, even in the rel-
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atively stable test flame studied here; and (iii) this underlines the necessity for
a sufficient resolution in terms of DCMC cells.

4. Conclusions
In this work we presented an application of the LES-DCMC modelling approach. Doubly-conditional spray terms have been included in the DCMC equa555

tion to introduce the effect of evaporation on the reaction zone. The present
formulation of DCMC based on mixture fraction and reaction progress variable
allows to capture both premixed and non-premixed burning modes that may
co-exist in many flames and, in particular, in spray combustion.
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In an a priori assessment the DCMC model, given the right conditional
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SDRs, successfully reproduced the conditional reaction rate and temperature
from freely propagating laminar premixed flames. This confirms the validity of
the DCMC model in this limit case and supports the choice of sub-models used
for the doubly-conditional SDR of reaction progress variable.
LES-DCMC was employed to simulate a lifted spray jet flame using a de-
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tailed chemical mechanism for n-heptane fuel. The study found good agreement
between simulation results and experiments in terms of instantaneous as well
as time-averaged flame shape and droplet statistics, hence validating the LESDCMC approach for spray flames. The simulation allows for a detailed analysis
of the flame and its anchoring point.
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The results from LES-DCMC were compared to a second LES simulation
that used a space- and time-invariant flame structure. While both simulations
predicted the same lift-off height, some differences were found for OH, HRR and
temperature in the turbulent inner flame branch.
The analysis of the terms in the DCMC equation suggested that non-premixed
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burning modes are prominent at the anchoring point of the flame. Hence, the
doubly-conditional description of the flame can be used as a metric to gain insight into the driving mechanism behind the flame. Furthermore, it was found
that advective and diffusive transport are less important in DCMC than in the
conventional singly-conditional CMC. This is attributed to the fact, that the
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additional dimension in conditional space reduces the dependency of the flame
structure on physical space and the gradients of the doubly-conditional moments
in physical space are lower. Analysing iso-contours of stoichiometric mixture
fraction showed that the doubly-conditional parametrisation of the flame also
allowed to resolve local effects due to droplet evaporation, which again supports
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the use of DCMC for spray flames.
While conditional moments of temperature and major species are similar in
large parts of the domain, the conditional reaction rate has a significant dependence on the location in the flame. Moreover, it exhibits temporal fluctuations
of about 10 % of its local mean, whose time scales depend on the location.
25
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As a consequence of the reduced spatial dependence of the doubly-conditional
flame structure, a very coarse DCMC mesh may be sufficient to capture strongly
transient effects. Therefore, the DCMC approach may have the potential for increased computational efficiency compared to conventional CMC, which should
be assessed in future work. In terms of modelling future work should focus
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on (i) differential diffusion in DCMC, (ii) the further validation of conditional
spray source terms, only considered in a small number of publications so far,
and (iii) the modelling of sub-grid scale evaporation effects, in particular, on
mixture fraction variance, FDF and SDR.
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Figure 1: Numerical domain (left) and detailed view of the region of interest (right). The
position of the flame is indicated by the red c̃ = 0.1 iso-contour. The detailed view shows
the LES mesh (left half) and outlines of DCMC cells (right half). Additionally, droplets
and contours of axial velocity and OH mass fraction are shown. The locations A at (r, z) =
(10 mm, 27.5 mm), B at (10 mm, 35 mm), C at (10 mm, 40 mm) and D at (30 mm, 35 mm)
are selected for detailed analysis.

Figure 2: Comparison of temperature and reaction rate from a steady-state solution from
DCMC-0D, hω̇c |η, ζi and hT |η, ζi, with conditional values obtained from freely propagating
laminar premixed flame calculations, ω̇c0 (η, ζ) and T 0 (η, ζ). Nc0 (η, ζ) is the conditional SDR
from freely propagating premixed flames used as input to the DCMC-0D equation. The dashed
vertical line marks the stoichiometric mixture fraction ξst ≈ 0.0622.
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Figure 3: Steady-state solution of the DCMC-0D problem for Qh , relative to the case without
spray terms denoted as Q0h . The dashed vertical line marks ξst .
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Figure 4: Profiles of axial velocity. Mean and RMS from LES (line) are compared to PDA
measurements [33] (symbols) for the reacting case at four axial locations.
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Figure 5: Profiles of mean diameter, droplet temperature and droplet velocity from LES (blue
line) compared to PDA [33] and GRT [34] measurements (symbols) for four axial locations.
Error bars represent the RMS value from LES and experiment at a given location (no RMS
was available for GRT measurements). Black dotted lines indicate the mean gas velocity and
mean gas temperature in the respective graphs. Black dashed lines mark the initial droplet
temperature 298 K.

Figure 6: Instantaneous field of YeOH from LES (left) compared to instantaneous OH-PLIF
intensity from the experiment [33] (right).
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Figure 7: Time-averaged OH mass fraction hYOH i and corresponding RMS from LES (left)
compared to time-averaged OH-PLIF intensity and its RMS from the experiment [33] (right).
For mean OH-PLIF and its RMS the same colour map is used.
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Figure 8: Instantaneous fields for various LES-filtered quantities. White (grey in the case of
a light background) contour lines are iso-lines of c̃ = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9. The SDRs are given in s−1 ,
logarithmic scales are clipped at -4. Thick, black lines mark the areas of negative HRR in the
respective image. A black line between white circles marks the orientation of the cut used in
Fig. 10.
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Figure 9: Time-averaged fields of various LES-filtered quantities. White (grey in images with
light background) iso-lines are for hci = 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9; solid black iso-lines are for mean
axial velocity huz i = 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15 m/s, turbulent velocity fluctuation u0 = 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2,
and mean mixture fraction hξi = 0.001, 0.002, 0.004, in the respective images. Dashed black
lines show representative droplet trajectories. A black line between white circles marks the
orientation of the cut used in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10: Instantaneous and time-averaged profile of the flame through the anchoring point,
perpendicular to the hci = 0.5 iso-contour.
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Figure 11: (A) Cut through the stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface; coloured by LESfiltered temperature, heat release rate and mass fractions of OH and CH2 O. The contour in
the cut-plane is indicated by a black iso-line. (B) Cut through the reaction progress variable
iso-surfaces c̃ = 0.1 (left) and c̃ = 0.6 (right), coloured by mixture fraction; the colour of
droplets indicates their size.
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Figure 12: Comparison of results from LES-DCMC (left) and LES with space- and timeinvariant flame structure (right), for instantaneous ỸOH and the time-averaged fields hYOH i,
hT i and hHRRi. The white horizontal line at z = 26 mm indicates the lift-off height obtained from LES-DCMC. A black line encompasses the region with negative mean HRR in
the respective plots.
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Figure 13: Instantaneous doubly-conditional moments from the tip of the flame at location A
(left), the inner flame branch at location B (middle) and the outer flame branch at location
D (right). The dashed vertical line marks ξst .
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Figure 14: Instantaneous term balance for the DCMC equation of QOH for the CMC cell at
location A (r, z) = (10 mm, 27.5 mm). Also shown is Qh − Q0h , representing the net effect of
the spray term on Qh . The dashed vertical line marks ξst .
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Figure 15: Temporal evolution of hω̇c |η, ζi for locations A, B and C (top). For locations A,
B and C time averages of the conditional reaction rate hhω̇c |η, ζii and the time-based RMS
are shown (middle). Note that the RMS is overlaid with contour lines of the temporal mean.
In comparison, the evolution for the locations A1, A2, A3 and A4 with the same radial and
axial position as A, but different azimuthal locations, 0◦ , 51◦ , 103◦ and 154◦ respectively, are
shown (bottom). The dashed vertical line marks ξst .
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